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ABSTRACT 
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Quran (A Thematic Interpretation) 
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This thematic study has based on the verses about the stories (Qaṣaṣ), the 

kind is the story of the Ulul Azmi messengers. Ulul Azmi messengers are the five 

prophets who were special by Allah as in Q.46:35, Q.33:7, and Q.42:13. They are 

messengers who have the high determination and patience in fighting for the Allah’s 

religion. A messenger was a usual people who certainly lives in a family, they have 

parents, wives, and children. Whether the special degree that they get was also 

supported by family support or even their own family which be test for themselves, 

because defiance or denial of the Allah law. So, how does the Quran explained their 

family stories and their position as part of a family? This question will be tried to 

be answered in this thesis research. 

The research method is the thematic method (Mauḍū‘ī Method) which is 

presented based on the description and analysis of the Quran’s verses about family’s 

messengers stories of ulul azmi as primary data, would be taking from the 

interpretations of several commentaries book collected and then analyzed carefully 

by author, after that complement data from histories books and stories of the 

prophets books and other related readings. 

Family’s messengers stories of Ulul Azmi becomes interesting because their 

family members were not fully obedient people. The Prophet Nuh was preached for 

950 years but only a few of people were believers, and among those who did not 

believe were his wife and child. The Prophet Ibrahim has a father who a carver of 

idol and he had to awaken his father to follow a straight path, but his father was still 

stubbornly opposed. Then, Ibrahim married Sarah, then remarried a slave named 

Hajar. From Hajar he obtained a child named Ismail and from Sarah even they were 

old, God gave Ishaq to them. And all of the prophets after Ibrahim came from the 

generations of Ismail and Ishaq. The Prophet Musa, a baby born in the age of a boy 

must be killed, but Allah gave inspiration to his mother to make a chest and wash it 

in the Nile, until the chest beyond the king’s unjust palace, he was even cared and 

becomes king’s foster son. He fled to Madyan, and then he married a shepherd girl. 

The Prophet Isa was born from the holy girl was a servant of Baitul Maqdis, since 

his birth his mother had been bombarded with various heinous accusations because 

puerperal a baby without marriage, so Isa who was still in the cradle spoke and 

explained to his peoples to defend his mother. The Prophet Muhammad tested when 

his wives demanded more shopping, and he could only leave them for one month 

until the verse came down to this problem. There are some verses of the Quran 

concerned his wives, they are Khadijah, Aishah, Hafṣah, and Zainab. 

Based on the results of analysis was getting family’s messengers stories of 

Ulul Azmi that not all of them was obedient people, some were pious and some 

were disbelieved to died. Each family’s messengers stories tucked many valuable 
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lessons, about the piety of the parents who descend to their children, family 

relations in hereafter, family functions, responsibilities as parents, the good 

children, to obedience and betrayal of a wife. 
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